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1 In referencing Staff’s BOE, IIEC is referring to Staff’s Revised BOE.
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ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS
REPLY BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

The Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”), respond to certain positions taken  and

arguments and exceptions made by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd” or “Company”),

the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff”), the Commercial Group (“CG”), and The

Kroger Company (“Kroger”), in their respective Briefs on Exceptions (“BOE”) to the Proposed

Order of April 1, 2011 (“Proposed Order” or “PO”).  IIEC’s failure to address any specific

argument, exception or position of any specific party in this Reply Brief on Exceptions (“RBOE”)

should not be taken as an endorsement or acceptance of that position unless otherwise expressly

stated herein.

Specifically, IIEC responds to:

A. The positions of ComEd, Staff, and CUB respecting modification of the
Proposed Order as it relates to adjustments for post-test year changes in the
provisions of accumulated depreciation and accumulated deferred income
taxes (“ADIT”); (ComEd BOE, Sec. II.B.1 and 2 (Exception 3); Staff BOE1,
Sec. IV.C.1.b; CUB BOE, (Exception #2))

B. ComEd’s position respecting modification of the Proposed Order as it relates
to the appropriate return on common equity (“ROE”) for ComEd; (ComEd
BOE, Sec, V.E. (Exception 32))

C. ComEd’s position representing modification of the Proposed Order as it
relates to rejection of ComEd’s 40 basis point common equity adder;
(ComEd BOE Sec. IV.B. (Exceptions 33 and 34).
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D. ComEd’s position on the cost of service study to be used to allocate costs in
this case; (ComEd BOE, Sec. V.B. (Exception 56))

E. ComEd’s position that its primary/secondary cost analysis complied with the
Commission’s Order in Illinois Commerce Commission v. Commonwealth
Edison Company, Investigation of Rate Design, ICC Docket 08-0532, Order,
April 21, 2010; (ComEd BOE, Sec, V.B.2.) 

F. Staff’s exception to the Proposed Order’s decision to adopt ComEd’s
proposed revenue allocations for the High Voltage classes; (Staff BOE, Sec.
VIII.C.4.a.(i))

G. CG’s exception  regarding the proposed revenue allocation for the High Voltage
Class (CG BOE Exception 2) 

H. Kroger’s position regarding the phase-in of the rate impact of the
primary/secondary split.  (Kroger BOE generally).

IIEC sets out its arguments below.  The captions in IIEC’s RBOE are based on the captions

used in the Proposed Order.

III.  Rate Base

 C. Potentially Contested Issues 

1. Post-Test Year Adjustments 

b. Accumulated Provisions for Depreciation and
Amortization-Related Provisions for Accumulated
Depreciation 

c. Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes (ADIT) 

ComEd Exception #3 / Staff Exception/CUB Exception #2

Accumulated Depreciation.  In its BOE, ComEd continues a multi-year campaign to erode

the distinctions between historical and future test year cases, as they are defined by the



2  ComEd had the option of using a test year that included its post-test year plant
additions.  It declined that option.  Having selected a historical test year, ComEd is bound by the
Commission rules governing such cases.  

3  ComEd also has (1) expanded the concept of “known and measurable” to include
non-constant collections of projects that are “known and measurable” only in the aggregate and
in a statistical sense and (2) updated post-test year data, as future test year rules provide, to
displace the nominal historical basis of its proposed rates.
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Commission's test year rules.  The major issues in this case are as much about ComEd’s post-test

year activity as about actual data from the selected historical test year.2  In particular, ComEd again

seeks to recognize post-test year plant addition increases to rate base, while ignoring

contemporaneous post-test year decreases to rate base.3  ComEd questions the Proposed Order’s

adjustments to recognize post-test year changes in accumulated depreciation and accumulated

deferred income taxes (“ADIT”) over the period of ComEd’s plant additions.  ComEd persists in

arguing that its one-sided approach is permissible, despite a contrary court decision on precisely this

issue.  

In Commonwealth Edison Company v. Ill. Com. Comm’n, 405 Ill. App. 3d 389 (2nd Dist.

2010), (“Commonwealth Edison”), the Illinois Appellate Court examined the requirements of the

PUA and the limitations of the Commission’s Part 287 rules respecting post-test year adjustments.

The position ComEd advances in this case was expressly rejected.  ComEd tried to, but could not,

reverse that decision through the courts.  Now the decision has immediately become the focus of

new efforts to avoid applicable legal requirements and test year rules.  

To avoid the directives of the appellate court, ComEd’s BOE offers bare sketches of four

arguments.  First, ComEd argues that Section 9-210 of the Act, which addresses how the
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Commission may determine the value of a utility’s rate base, supersedes Section 9-211's express

limitation on Commission authority, which governs what value the Commission can lawfully include

in that rate base.  (220 ILCS 5/9-210; 220 ILCS 5/9-211).  ComEd asserts that “Section 9-210 of the

Act, 220 ILCS 5/9-210, gives the Commission broad authority to determine the ‘value’ of utility

investment to be included in rate base, subject only to the usual requirement that its determination

be based  on the record.”  (ComEd BOE at 27 (emphasis added)).  ComEd misstates the law.  

The Commission’s rate base determination is also subject to other applicable provisions of

the Commission’s enabling act.  (Barragon v. Casco Design Corp. 216 Ill. 2d 435, 441 (2009)

(legislative provisions must be read in harmony)

.  The other  provisions of the PUA are not displaced or superceded by Section 9-210.  Specifically,

PUA Section 9-211 contains an express limitation on Commission authority that bars its use of an

excessive rate base value in setting rates.  (220 ILCS 5/9-211).  As the ComEd court held, that

limitation on the Commission’s authority requires recognition of contemporaneous post-test year

increases and decreases to rate base.  (ComEd at 405).  

Moreover, as a factual matter, the method used to value utility assets is not an issue in this

case.  ComEd itself and the Commission regularly use original cost less depreciation valuation in

determining rate base.  That valuation method requires the very matching of contemporaneous rate

base increases and decreases that ComEd challenges.  Indeed, ComEd has not identified or provided

evidence supporting any valuation method that does not offset contemporaneous increases and

decreases.  
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Second, ComEd argues that matching post-test year changes in accumulated depreciation “is

not necessary to a determination of the “value’ of utility property to be included in rate base, or to

assure that the revenue requirement is not overstated.”  (ComEd BOE at 27).  The Part 285

documentation used in ComEd’s testimony and exhibits confirm that such matching is necessary.

Indeed, it is the basis of ComEd’s own determination of its test year rate base.  (See ComEd Ex. 6.0-

Rev. at 5:96; ComEd Ex. 6.1, Sch. B-1).  Regarding the issue at hand, Section 287.40 requires that

ComEd’s post-test year adjustments “be submitted according to the standard information

requirement schedules prescribed in 83 Ill. Adm. Code 285.”  (83 Ill. Adm. Code 287.40).  

Third, ComEd argues that a distinction between cases “in which utility plant was continuing

to increase and those in which it was not” salvages its proposal.  In effect, ComEd argues that where

a utility has an increasing level of plant, the Commission can ignore PUA Section 9-211 and the

“known and measurable” post-test year decreases to rate base, in effect giving the utility a little extra

in its rate base.  This argument was exhaustively detailed for the Commission in a recent Ameren

case.  (See, Central Illinois Light Company, d/b/a AmerenCILCO, et al., Dkt. 09-0306 (Cons.) April

29, 2010 Order at 15).  The Commission rejected the argument and applied test year matching

principles without an exception for increasing utility plant scenarios. 

Finally, ComEd offers comparisons to future test year type projections of its rate base and

revenue requirement, as the test for allowing post-test year adjustments to a historical test year.  As

IIEC explained in its Initial and Reply Briefs, such comparisons cannot displace the tests expressly

defined in the Commission's rules for historical test year cases.  (IIEC Br. at 15-17; IIEC R. Br. at



4  In that case, IIEC posited that Staff’s argument was an attempt to reconcile inconsistent
Commission decisions that have since been declared unlawful on judicial review.  
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1-5).  In any case, as a matter of law, the Commission has no authority to inflate ComEd’s rate base

for ratemaking purposes.  (220 ILCS 5/9-211).  

Perhaps unwittingly, Staff’s BOE assists ComEd's attempts to undermine the Commonwealth

Edison decision and to blur the distinctions between historical and future test year cases.  Staff’s

BOE resurrects the novel “comprehensive restatement” argument that Staff first offered in the 2009

Ameren rate cases.4  Staff’s approach would condition recognition of contemporaneous post-test

year increases and decreases to rate base on whether there was a “comprehensive restatement” of

gross plant.  Here, Staff would ignore all the contemporaneous changes in accumulated depreciation

and ADIT during the period of the 2011 plant additions the Proposed Order includes in rate base.

Staff would deviate from test year matching because those “certain discrete projects . . . [do] not

constitute a comprehensive restatement of gross plant.”  (Staff BOE at 6).  Staff suggests that the

Commission use the following language to condition proper application of governing law:  

While we have approved certain discrete projects that extend into
2011 to be included in rate base, in our opinion, that does not
constitute a comprehensive restatement of gross plant.  Therefore, the
accumulated depreciation and ADIT balances do not need to be
adjusted into 2011 in this proceeding.  
(Staff BOE at 6).  

Yet, Staff’s determinative criterion -- “comprehensive restatement” -- remains completely

undefined. 
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More important, Staff’s novel argument lacks any identified legal foundation and is contrary

to both the PUA and the Commission’s rules.  The Commonwealth Edison decision did not find any

conditionality in the plain words of Section 9-211's prohibition against using an excessive rate base.

The increase in the accumulated depreciation on the existing plant
during the post-test year period, in which the additional plant is being
factored into the rate base, is a change that affects ratepayers and
therefore must be factored into the rate base.  
(Commonwealth Edison at 406 (emphasis added)).  

Consistent with that decision, the Commission has held: “Under Section 9-211, contemporaneous

increases and decreases to rate base are not severable items that can be given disparate treatments.”

(Id. at 405).  However phrased, Staff’s proposed adjustment is an unlawful partial recognition of

known and measurable post-test year changes in rate base over the period of ComEd’s approved

plant additions. 

In addition, the Commission has addressed situations like the Proposed Order’s recognition

of a fraction of the utility’s plant additions, which (according to Staff) may not be a “comprehensive

restatement.”  In Dkt. 09-0306, the Commission rejected both Ameren’s version of the increasing

plant argument that ComEd replicates and Staff’s “comprehensive restatement” argument.  The

Commission’s decision in that case ordered a straight forward application of the directives of

Section 9-211 and the pro forma adjustment rule (Section 287.40) -- without qualification. 

 While the rule, as interpreted here, may allow for a situation where
a utility’s gross plant increase would be outpaced by its additional
accumulated depreciation, a) this result occurs because it reflects the
true reality of a utility’s financial picture for the pro forma period,
and b) in anticipation of such a result, the utility may elect not to seek
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pro forma adjustments.  Thus, even as interpreted here, the rule
should  still  only operate to  increase rate base—the utility  can
choose to seek pro forma adjustments when increases in gross plant
outpace depreciation, and elect not to seek them when they do not.
(Dkt. 09-0306 (Cons.), Order, Apr 29, 2010 at 31).  

ComEd proposed a period of post-test year adjustments with its plant additions adjustment.  Once

that period is fixed, the utility and the Commission are bound by Section 287.40, and rate base

increases and decreases must be matched over that period.  

CUB suggests that a similar partial recognition of the post-test year changes in rate base due

to accumulated depreciation and ADIT might be appropriate.  CUB mentions a different method

(proportionality) for determining the fraction of known and measurable post-test year changes in

accumulated depreciation and ADIT that would be recognized.  (CUB BOE at 3).  But any proposal

to ignore known and measurable post-test year decreases to rate base that are contemporaneous with

post-test year rate base increases is just as unlawful as ComEd’s.  Neither is consistent with the

appellate court’s ComEd decision or with Section 287.40 of the Commission’s rules. 

ADIT.  ComEd offers additional arguments it focuses specifically on accumulated deferred

income taxes.  First, ComEd attempts to extend its value argument to ADIT.  However, ComEd must

concede that “neither Staff, IIEC, CUB nor the AG even argued that ADIT was an element affecting

the ‘value’ of utility plant.”  (ComEd BOE at 25).  ComEd also acknowledges that intervenors

argued for recognizing post-test year ADIT, but “not because of any notion of ADIT affecting

‘value’ of plant . . . .”  (Id.).  As ComEd acknowledges, no one made these value arguments.   They

are mere straw men, not contested issues.  



5  ComEd admits that a linchpin of Section 9-211 is the rate base value the Commission
can use to set rates.  But it relies on a non sequitur argument, that ADIT does not relate to the
concepts that define depreciation, to suggest (falsely) that ADIT does not relate to that rate base
calculation.  (ComEd BOE at 24-25).  
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The issue in this case is the determination of ComEd’s rate base.  ADIT is (according to

ComEd’s own evidence) undeniably a component of ComEd’s rate base determination, a calculation

the Commission has recently confirmed.  (See, e.g., Houtsma, ComEd Ex. 6.1, Sch. A-4, ln. 1 and

Sch. A-5, p.1, ln. 12 and note (1); Re Central Illinois Light Company d/b/a/ AmerenCILCO, Dkt. 09-

0306, et al., (Cons.), Order on Rehearing, Nov 4, 2010 at 49).  

ComEd also argues that the Commonwealth Edison decision does not apply to ADIT,

because it was not specifically mentioned in the court’s opinion. (ComEd BOE at 24).  A

determinative decision need not mention by name every item affected by the court’s action.

Contrary to ComEd’s claim (ComEd BOE at 24), the logic of the ComEd decision clearly does apply

to ADIT.  Like post-test year changes in accumulated depreciation, post-test year ADIT also “is a

change that affects ratepayers and therefore must be factored into the rate base.”5  (ComEd at 406).

ComEd does not and cannot deny that -- as every exhibit the utility has submitted to the

Commission shows -- the calculation of the value of rate base used to set its rates in this proceeding

includes ADIT.  That was the basis of the Commission’s conclusion in Dkt. 09-0306 (cons.) that

post-test year ADIT is a companion adjustment to the post-test year change in accumulated

depreciation.  The post-test year change in ADIT is not (as ComEd describes it) a “‘derivative’ of,

and an orphan to be dragged along with, accumulated depreciation.”  (ComEd BOE at 25).  ADIT
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is the second largest reduction to rate base (behind accumulated depreciation) offsetting

contemporaneous plant additions.  (See, e.g., Houtsma, ComEd Ex. 6.1, Sch. B-1, P. 1 of 2). 

ComEd’s argument that the third largest item in the calculation of ComEd’s rate setting rate base

value is “not even arguably anything that affects ‘value’ of  investment” is not credible, serious, or

supported by any evidence of record.  (Id; ComEd BOE at 25-26). 

On this record and under governing law, ComEd’s proposed one-sided adjustment -- ignoring

contemporaneous offsetting adjustment -- is unlawful and must be rejected.

V. Rate of Return 

E. Cost of Common Equity 

ComEd Exception #32  

As IIEC explained in its BOE, the Proposed Order’s determination of ComEd’s ROE is

seriously flawed and should be modified downward to reflect the manifest weight of the evidence

on the whole record.  (See IIEC BOE at 5-19).  ComEd’s BOE offers several arguments in support

of the Proposed Order’s flawed determination, but (not satisfied with that excessive award) ComEd

then asks for further upward adjustments -- to use the high end of ComEd’s recommended range and

validate its ROE adder.  (See ComEd BOE at 63, 71).  

ComEd’s BOE supports the Proposed Order’s approval of an excessive return on equity for

the utility by emphasizing the least supportable articulated bases for its requested relief.  ComEd

asserts that the Proposed Order has correctly found (i) IIEC’s model inputs to be negatively biased,
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and (ii) IIEC’s CAPM was unreasonable under current market conditions.  (ComEd BOE at 5).

ComEd also observes that the Proposed Order concludes that IIEC “incorrectly believes that the cost

of equity for utilities have declined as much as interest rates’.”  (Id., quoting the PO at 145).  As

discussed in IIEC’s BOE, these findings are based entirely on ComEd witness Hadaway’s

unsupported subjective speculation about the motivations and beliefs of other expert witnesses.  (See

IIEC BOE at 9-11).  Such “naked speculation” alleging bias on the part of other experts cannot

support the Proposed Order’s finding.   (Fehrs v. United States, 620 F. 2d 255, 265, (Ct. Cl. 1980);

(Royal Elm Nursing v. Northern Illinois Gas Co., 172 Ill App. 3d 74, 79 (1st Dist. 1988)).

(“Regardless of how skilled or experienced an expert may be, he is not permitted to speculate or to

state a judgment based on conjecture, i.e., a conclusion based on assumption not in evidence or

contradicted by the evidence.”)

ComEd’s principal argument for having the Commission use the high end of its

recommended ROE range is its commentary testimony on “severe capital market disturbances” and

their alleged effect on utilities.  (ComEd BOE at 64).  That commentary included comparisons to

authorized returns in other jurisdictions.  (Id.).  IIEC refuted ComEd’s subjective commentary and

inapt comparisons in its Initial and Reply Briefs.  (IIEC Br. at 25-26; IIEC R. Br. at 6-9).  ComEd’s

BOE does not present anything new.  ComEd also reprises its witness Hadaway’s assertions about

the relationship of interest rates and equity costs.  (ComEd BOE at 64).  His conclusory assertions

on this topic, which were relied on by ComEd and the Proposed Order, were countered in IIEC’s

Brief on Exceptions.  (IIEC BOE at 9-10). 



6  ComEd’s ROE estimates should be rejected in any case for the reasons stated in IIEC’s
briefs.  (See IIEC Br. at 19-34; IIEC R. Br. at 6-12).  
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Finally, ComEd suggests that the Commission use the results of comparable earnings and

risk premium analyses, methodologies  the Commission has regularly found unreliable, as reasons

to conclude that “investors are actually now looking for higher returns than conventional models

suggest.”  (ComEd BOE at 65).  ComEd has not proved that DCF and CAPM analyses are

consistently wrong or that they should be distorted to match the higher results from analyses the

Commission deems less reliable. 

F. Adjustments to Rate of Return 

ComEd Exceptions #33 and #34

The Proposed Order correctly rejects ComEd’s proposed 40 basis point ROE adder.  ComEd

seeks compensation for risks the utility can manage, and the 40 basis point magnitude of the adder

was not explained or justified in this record.  (PO at 153-154).  ComEd’s BOE contests the Proposed

Order’s conclusion, which rejects the adder, mainly by arguing that the proxy groups selected by

ComEd’s own experts, who testified that those proxy groups were comparable to ComEd, were not

actually comparable.  (ComEd BOE at 66-67; PO at 116-117, 122, 126-127).  If ComEd’s argument

contradicting the testimony of its experts is correct, then their use of proxy groups that are not

representative of ComEd’s risk is another distinct reason to reject ComEd’s ROE estimate and the

Proposed Order determination based on it.6  If ComEd’s argument here is not correct, then the

principal basis for its opposition to the Proposed Order’s rejection of the adder fails. 
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In response to observations that ComEd had rejected the option of filing a future test year

case that could incorporate the anticipated revenue declines the utility uses to support its request for

an adder (see PO at 153), ComEd’s BOE offers a new argument for the ROE adder. “Moreover, it

is unreasonable to expect ComEd to choose a test year simply to address this single issue without

even addressing the implications of that decision on other issues, as the Proposed Order does.”

(ComEd BOE at 68).  ComEd is not compelled to adopt a future test year because of this or any

other issue.  But having selected a historical test year, ComEd cannot insist that the Commission

distort its ROE determination to address an alleged problem for which the Commission’s rules

provide a ready solution.  

ComEd also complains that “The Proposed Order (at 154) also relies on the conclusion that

‘the specific magnitude of the proposed adder has not been explained or justified.’ ”  (ComEd BOE

at 68).  ComEd’s complaint fails to obscure the admission from ComEd’s Chief Financial Officer

Joseph Trpik that he -- not ComEd’s sponsoring expert witness Susan Tierney -- determined the

magnitude of the proposed adder.  (See IIEC Br. at 33-34; Trpik, Jan 10 Tr. at 249).  The ComEd

expert’s only task was to assemble and present evidence to support the number she was given.  She

undertook no analysis to ascertain whether this or any other number (if any at all) was the proper

adjustment to return estimates that are (a) based on the Commission’s regularly accepted models and

(b) use market indicators (not arbitrary numbers from ComEd officers) as analysis inputs.  

These and other defects in ComEd’s supporting evidence were detailed by IIEC and other

parties.  In particular, IIEC’s briefs addressed ComEd’s arguments contesting the Proposed Order’s
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finding that the adder imposes an unnecessary risk of over-recovery (ComEd BOE at 69-70; IIEC

Br. at 33).  IIEC’s briefs also countered ComEd’s challenge to the finding that ComEd has the ability

to manage the risks it identifies as requiring an adder (ComEd BOE at 70-71).  (See, e.g., IIEC Br.

at 31-34; PO at 121-123, 146-153).  

ComEd argues in addition that “nothing in the record shows how ComEd might be able to

‘manage’ risks” resulting from compliance with its statutory mandate for energy efficiency and

demand response initiatives.  (ComEd BOE at 70).  In fact, the record is replete with testimony

explaining the options available to ComEd to manage such risks.  (See, e.g., PO at 141, 147-149

(summarizing testimony)).  In any case, ComEd’s allegation of an absence of proof would not assist

its case.  ComEd, which has the burden of proof, did not present evidence shows the identified risks

cannot be managed.  ComEd simply argues that because it chose a historical test year, contrary

evidence of available remedies such as a future test year filing need not be considered.  (See ComEd

Exception at 155, #33).  The Proposed Order’s finding that “[s]ubstituting Commission action in the

form of an adder to ComEd‘s ROE in place of risk management by the utility reduces regulatory

efficiency and it excuses the utility from its responsibility to manage risks” should be sustained.  (PO

at 147).  

VI. Cost of Service and Allocation Issues 

Comd Exception #67 and #56

ComEd urges the Commission to adopt ComEd’s Proposed Embedded Cost of Service Study

(“ECOSS”) (ComEd Ex. 75.1), or in the alternative, ComEd’s Preferred Exemplar study (ComEd
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Ex. 75.2).  (ComEd BOE at 77).  The Commission should not adopt ComEd’s Proposed ECOSS or

its Preferred Exemplar ECOSS.  

For at least three reasons, the Commission should reject those studies and adopt IIEC’s

ECOSS (Stowe, IIEC Ex. 3.0-C at 25-32:558-665; Ex. 6.0 at 20-22:443-459 and Ex. 6.1).  First, as

IIEC has repeatedly explained, ComEd’s studies are based on Primary/Secondary (“P/S”) analyses

that do not fully comply with the directives of the RDIO.  (See, Section VI.C.1.b.(i) below).

Second, IIEC witness Stowe testified, and the Proposed Order finds, that ComEd’s Proposed

ECOSS does not provide an analysis of the customer groups served by its various primary or

secondary system components.  Specifically, that analysis fails to differentiate between primary and

secondary customers.  (PO at 241; Stowe, IIEC Ex. 3.0-C at 4:97-100).  

          Third, while ComEd’s Preferred Exemplar study does differentiate primary and secondary

customers, it still allocates the cost of certain secondary facilities to ComEd’s primary customers.

(Stowe, IIEC Ex. 3.0-C at 5:118-123). There are important differences among these studies, and only

one can be approved for setting rates in this proceeding.  The Table in Appendix A to this Brief

explains the major differences and similarities among the four cost studies presented by ComEd and

IIEC. 

For these reasons and for the additional reasons discussed in IIEC’s Brief, the Commission

should adopt IIEC’s ECOSS instead of ComEd’s Proposed or Preferred Exemplar ECOSS.  (IIEC

Br. at 38-48; IIEC R. Br. at 12-26).  

ComEd also observes that the Proposed Order, as written, appears to adopt ComEd’s
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Alternative Exemplar ECOSS and IIEC’s ECOSS.  (ComEd BOE at 77).  ComEd argues there are

conflicts in the Order as a result. There are two alternative readings of the Proposed Order that could

resolve the conflicts

First, the Proposed Order could be read to mean that of the three ComEd ECOSSs, only the

Alternative Exemplar ECOSS would be considered.  This interpretation is supported by a plain and

logical  reading of the relevant portion of the Proposed Order.  Specifically, the “Analysis and

Conclusions” section of the Proposed Order states:

… Additionally, as the IIEC points out, ComEd’s preferred rate
design (ComEd Ex. 73.1) does not differentiate between primary and
secondary customer costs.  Also, ComEd’s Exemplar Rate design
(ComEd Ex. 73.2) appears to impose DFC charges on the secondary
classes that are not explained.

Having so concluded, we note that ComEd’s Alternative Exemplar
Rate Design, that which is reflected in its Exs. 75.3, and substantiated
with its embedded cost of service study in ComEd, 73.3, is the only
embedded cost of service study that comports with the final Order in
docket 08-0532, as it is the only study that divides primary non-
residential customers into the same size categories as those for
secondary customers and breaks down demand-based DFC charges
based on primary/secondary considerations.  Therefore, this is the
only cost of service study that we will consider.  We acknowledge,
however, that ComEd’s Alternative Exemplar ECOSS does not
conform in other ways with the Investigation of Rate Design Order.
(PO at 241-242).

This section of the Proposed Order compares and contrasts the three rates designs that ComEd

presented in surrebuttal testimony.  The Proposed Order, having concluded that ComEd’s preferred



7 The word “preferred” used here does not imply the rate design that ComEd has
identified as its “Preferred Exemplar” rate design.  Rather, the rate design that
ComEd has preferred above all other of its rate designs, has been identified as
ComEd’s “Proposed” rate design.
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rate design (i.e., ComEd’s Proposed rate design)7 does not differentiate between primary and

secondary customer costs, and that ComEd’s Exemplar rate design (i.e., ComEd’s Preferred

Exemplar rate design) imposes DFC charges that are not explained, states it will consider only

ComEd’s “Alternative Exemplar” rate design and underlying ECOSS.  Nevertheless, the Proposed

Order immediately acknowledges that the Alternative Exemplar ECOSS fails to conform to the

RDIO in other ways.

Nothing in this section of the Proposed Order suggests that ComEd’s Alternative Exemplar

rate design and underlying ECOSS would be adopted.  Indeed, the very next paragraph of the

Proposed order states:

We further adopt the IIEC’s further-refined ECOSS as the applicable
cost of service study to use here, as it further differentiates the DFC
based upon primary/secondary considerations.  We note that no party
has asserted that the IIEC’s ECOSS is not accurate or is otherwise
deficient. (See, PO at 242) (emphasis added).

Although ComEd correctly points out that in the Findings and Ordering Paragraphs, the Proposed

Order states that “Commonwealth Edison Company’s embedded cost of service study is accepted

as a basis for setting rates in this proceeding.” (PO at 301), ComEd incorrectly asserts that this

statement “is consistent with the Proposed Order’s earlier adoption of ComEd’s alternative exemplar

ECOSS presented in ComEd Ex. 75.3 as ‘the only cost of service study that we will consider.’”



8 ComEd’s Alternative Exemplar ECOSS differentiates customer classes by service
voltage level. ComEd relies upon an intermediate step - between its Alternative Exemplar
ECOSS and its Alternative Exemplar rate design - to separate rate classes by voltage level.
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(See, ComEd BOE at 77).  IIEC disagrees.  As demonstrated above, the language of the Proposed

Order indicates that the ComEd Alternative Exemplar ECOSS and rate design are the only ones, of

the three ECOSSs and rate designs, presented by ComEd that the Proposed Order will consider, but

that the Proposed Order favors IIEC’s more refined ECOSS over ComEd’s Alternative Exemplar

ECOSS.   Therefore, the language in the Proposed Order seemingly adopting ComEd’s Alternative

Exemplar ECOSS (see, PO at 301), is actually in conflict with the language in the body of the Order

adopting IIEC’s ECOSS. 

 IIEC’s ECOSS is, in fact,  more refined than ComEd’s Alternative Exemplar ECOSS in that

IIEC’s ECOSS fully evaluates the cost of serving the voltage differentiated subclasses (the

subclasses in ComEd’s existing non-residential rate classes directly, (Small Load through Extra

Large Load classes) consistent with the rate design the Proposed Order finds most appropriate.

ComEd has not presented a cost of service study in this case with primary and secondary subclasses

identified within the existing non-residential class definitions.  (Stephens, IIEC Ex. 2.0-C at 17:419-

422).8 

IIEC, on the other hand, conducted its cost of service study with the voltage differentiation

of subclasses within the existing class definitions.  (Id. at 18:423-429).  Based on that cost of service

study, IIEC presented, and the Proposed Order adopts, (See, PO at 241) a rate design proposal for
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voltage differentiated rates.  That design incorporated methodologies similar to those used by

ComEd in its rate design development, including the movement of 33% of the way to cost for classes

like the ELL and HV classes, without consideration of the Illinois Distribution Tax.  (Stephens, IIEC

Ex. 2.0-C at 18:431-446).  None of ComEd’s ECOSSs, including its Alternative Exemplar ECOSS,

take the additional steps as taken by IIEC.  Therefore, the Proposed Order is correct in concluding

that IIEC’s ECOSS is more refined than ComEd’s Alternative Exemplar ECOSS.

It is true that IIEC’s ECOSS varies from the Proposed Order’s conclusion regarding the use

of a CP allocator instead of NCP for allocating primary lines and substations, as indicated in the

Table attached as Appendix A.  This, of course, is not reason to reject IIEC’s structurally superior

ECOSS, should the Proposed Order’s decision on that matter not be changed by the Commission.

Rather, IIEC’s ECOSS could be modified simply, to use the other allocator.  Minor adjustments such

as this can be accommodated relatively easily within a properly structured ECOSS, much easier than

redefining classes to evaluate, as it necessary in ComEd’s various studies.  Accepting that IIEC’s

rate class structure is to be adopted, non of the ECOSS’ fully comply with the Proposed Order, as

currently drafted.  One or more modifications would be needed to each of the four studies, should

the Proposed Order be adopted.   

Second, there is another interpretation of the Proposed Order that would resolve the apparent

conflict identified by ComEd.  The Proposed Order could be read to adopt ComEd’s Alternative

Exemplar ECOSS, but not ComEd’s Alternative Exemplar rate design. (See, PO at 241-242, 301).

That alternative reading would permit adoption of IIEC’s rate design, but not its ECOSS.  (See, PO



9 IIEC’s preferred position is the adoption of its ECOSS and rate design.  
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at 241-242 - Conclusion on new Primary Voltage Delivery Class versus Primary Subclass charges;

see, also, IIEC BOE at 51-52).  That result would be an acceptable second best alternative for IIEC,

since, with two major exceptions, the studies accomplish similar movement toward accurate costs

of service.9  The exceptions are (i) the ComEd Alternative Exemplar ECOSS’s use of a CP allocator

instead of a NCP allocator for the allocation of primary lines and substations, and (ii) the ComEd

ECOSS’s failure to allocate single-phase primary lines to secondary customers, as the RDIO

requires. 

Finally, on this topic, ComEd alleges that the Proposed Order concluded that IIEC’s P/S

analysis included “an improper allocation” and that IIEC’s ECOSS was based on a “faulty” analysis.

(ComEd BOE at 78).   IIEC notes that ComEd’s allegation is not supported by any citation to any

specific portion of the Proposed Order.  In fact, the Proposed Order contains no language that

supports ComEd’s characterization of IIEC’s ECOSS in the Proposed Order. It is true that the

Proposed Order concludes, albeit incorrectly, that the RDIO did not require ComEd to allocate line

transformer costs and single-phase primary lines as IIEC advocated.  However, the Proposed Order

did not conclude that the allocation of the cost of those facilities, in the manner recommended by

IIEC, was in any way improper.  Such a conclusion would have been tantamount to a reversal of the

Commission’s finding that ComEd’s allocation of line transformers was improper.  (See,  Illinois

Commerce Commission v. Commonwealth Edison Company, Investigation of Rate Design, ICC
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Docket 08-0532, Order, April 21, 2010 (the “RDIO”) at 38).  ComEd presented no evidence in this

case that would support such a reversal.  ComEd’s characterization of the Proposed Order’s

conclusions regarding IIEC’s P/S analysis is inaccurate.  Even if ComEd’s characterization of the

Proposed Order were correct, the Proposed Order would be in error.

C. Potentially Contested Issues 

1. Embedded Cost of Service Study Issue 

b. Primary/Secondary Split 

(i) The Appropriate Methodology/Non-Compliance
With What the Commission Required in its Final
Order in Docket 08-0532 

ComEd Exceptions #35 and #36

ComEd takes exception to the Proposed Order’s conclusion that ComEd did not comply with

the Commission’s Order in the RDIO.  (ComEd BOE at 72).  ComEd alleges that because it (i) used

the Coincident Peak (“CP”) allocator for primary lines and substations, (ii) used the “Chicago

Method” for allocation of street lighting costs, and (iii) applied a P/S analysis to separate secondary

and primary distribution costs, it complied with the RDIO.  (ComEd BOE at 72-73).   

ComEd is mistaken. ComEd failed to comply with the RDIO as it related to ComEd’s

embedded cost of service studies  in specific ways that IIEC explained in its briefs in this case.

(IIEC Br. at 34-48; IIEC R. Br. at 14-26; IIEC BOE at 33-42).  

ComEd is in error in suggesting that simply because it applied any P/S analyses, it complies

with the RDIO.  ComEd presented a P/S analysis  in Docket 08-0532.  The Commission, in the



10 The Commission specifically adopted all recitals of fact and conclusions of law
reached in the prefatory portion of the RDIO as the findings of fact and conclusions of law in
that case. (See, the RDIO Par. (3) at 84). 
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RDIO, unambiguously directed ComEd to correct that analysis in its next case.  ComEd ignores the

fact that the two analyses it presented in this case do not comply with the RDIO.  ComEd’s first P/S

analysis (ComEd Ex. 16.5) was simply a recreation of the analysis ComEd performed and the

Commission rejected in Docket 08-0532.  The RDIO rejected that analysis because it continued to

define facilities, such as line transformers, as primary facilities based on the voltage at which those

facilities were energized, instead of on the basis of the function the facilities served.  The RDIO

found specifically that ComEd had improperly allocated the cost of line transformers energized at

primary voltage, but functioning exclusively to serve secondary voltage customers, to primary

customers.  (See, RDIO at 38 (holding that the cost of line transformers used exclusively to serve

customers at secondary voltages, should not be allocated to customers taking service at primary

voltage)).  Furthermore, after examining the appropriateness of the P/S analysis ComEd presented

in Docket 08-0532, the Commission made the following findings and reached the following

conclusions:10

•  (f)ailure to separate and properly allocate primary and secondary service
costs constituted a deficiency in the ComEd ECOSS in Docket 07-0566.
(RDIO at 35); 

• a number of customers taking service at higher voltages bypass a significant
portion of ComEd’s distribution system (Id.); 
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• the cost of service for these customers is lower and that lower cost of service
should be reflected in their rates (Id.);

• the ECOSS presented by ComEd in Docket 08-0532 did identify distribution
costs as either primary or secondary (RDIO at 36);

• the Commission directed that parties determine in the next case if sampling
techniques can be used to allocate underground primary circuits serving only
secondary voltage customers (RDIO at 38);  

• it was IIEC’s position that 90% of ComEd’s line transformers were used
exclusively to provide service to secondary customers and that data furnished
by ComEd showed that $903 million of the $1.017 billion in line transformer
costs in FERC Account 368-Line Transformers was associated with
transformers that serve a secondary voltage (RDIO at 37);

• the Commission agreed “that the cost of line transformers used exclusively
to serve customers at secondary voltages should not be allocated to
customers taking service at primary voltages”  (RDIO at 38); 

• rejecting ComEd’s argument that assignment of line transformers to the
primary or secondary components of ComEd’s distribution system should be
determined by the voltage on the source-side and not the load-side of the
transformer, the Commission concluded that ComEd’s method of allocating
transformer costs was not appropriate because where the exiting voltage of
the transformer was secondary, the transformer could only be used to serve
secondary customers and, therefore, it should be allocated as secondary (Id.);
and

• that ComEd was required, among other things, to develop and provide in its
next rate proceeding, processes to assure the accuracy of its cost allocation
estimates, examine the methods used by other utilities for differentiating
between primary and secondary system costs; develop function-based
definitions for service voltage of all ComEd’s distribution facilities other
than the line transformers for which the Commission had already determined
their function based allocation (i.e., serving secondary voltage customers)
(RDIO at 40).
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Because ComEd’s Proposed cost of service study (ComEd Ex. 75.1) is based on the P/S

analysis (ComEd Ex. 16.5) that is essentially the same one presented in Docket 08-0532, ComEd’s

proposed ECOSS does not functionally separate line transformer costs and allocate them to

customers taking service at secondary voltages, as specifically directed by the Commission in the

RDIO.  Furthermore, the P/S analysis underlying ComEd’s Proposed study, does not functionally

separate single-phase primary circuit costs and allocate them to secondary customers.  It does not

functionally define these primary and secondary system components, even though the Commission

directed the Company to develop, and provide in its next rate case proceeding, methods for

differentiating primary and secondary system costs and function-based definitions of the service

voltages for distribution facilities in addition to the line transformers the Commission has already

determined to be improperly allocated.  

Despite the Commission’s directives, ComEd presented a non-compliant cost of service

study in its direct testimony (ComEd Ex. 15.1).  Many of ComEd’s own witnesses recognized that

this study did not comply with all of the Commission’s directives. (See, Alongi, ComEd Ex. 16.0

3rd Rev. at 1:13-19; 5:117-126; 29-31:537-576; Heintz, ComEd Ex. 15.0 Rev. at 2:24-31; Hemphill,

ComEd Ex. 14.0 Rev. at 7-8:155-165; see also, Stowe, IIEC Ex. 3.0-C at 5:75-105, 6-7:137-151).

ComEd was granted leave to present supplemental direct testimony, so that it could present a revised

ECOSS that would comply with the Commission’s directives. (Notice of ALJs’ Ruling, Sept. 17,

2010, (granting ComEd’s Motion to File Supplemental Testimony)).

ComEd presented its flawed Proposed ECOSS again in its rebuttal testimony and also in its
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surrebuttal testimony. (ComEd Ex. 51.1 and ComEd Ex. 75.1).  Although ComEd did not correct

the fundamental deficiencies that it admitted exist in its direct cost of service study (ComEd Ex.

15.1), ComEd proposes the later presentations for adoption. (See IIEC  Br. at 38-40). 

Surprisingly, ComEd now claims that “[t]he evidence clearly demonstrates that ComEd

complied with the RDI Order…” (ComEd BOE at 72).  ComEd attempts to support this claim by

pointing out that it used a coincident peak (“CP”) allocator for primary line and substation costs,

used the “Chicago Method” approved in the RDI Order for allocating street lighting costs, applied

a P/S analysis to segment primary and secondary distribution costs, and presented an embedded cost

study related to the “Customer Care” cost issue. (See ComEd BOE at 72-73).  At the same time,

ComEd ignores the fact that the cost of service study it actually proposes for adoption (ComEd Ex.

75.1) fails to allocate the cost of line transformers as the Commission directed, and also fails to

provide “function based definitions of service voltages for facilities other than the line transformers

...” as directed in the RDIO.  (See RDIO at 40).  

The simple fact that ComEd presented a P/S analysis in support of its proposed cost of

service study (ComEd Ex. 75.1) does not demonstrate that ComEd was in compliance with the

RDIO.  In fact, the P/S analysis incorporated in that study (ComEd Ex. 16.5) was not in compliance

with the RDIO.  Furthermore, the P/S analysis (ComEd Ex. 21.5) underlying ComEd’s Preferred

Exemplar ECOSS (ComEd Ex. 75.2) also is not consistent with the RDIO.  Both analyses fail to

functionally separate equipment besides transformers (in particular, single-phase circuits) and to

allocate those costs only to secondary customers.



11 The PO describes Staff’s position on this issue as relating to both the HV class and the
ELL class. IIEC assumes that Staff’s position is unchanged despite the fact Staff fails to mention
the ELL class in this portion of its Brief.  (See, PO at 248).
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For all the reasons identified in IIEC’s Briefs in this case, and for the reasons state above,

ComEd is in error in suggesting that it has complied with the RDIO.  ComEd’s P/S analyses

themselves are not compliant. The fact that ComEd presented the P/S analyses in this case does not

automatically render ComEd’s ECOSS filing and P/S analysis compliant with the RDIO.

VIII. The Commission Should Not Defer a Decision on Decoupling 

F. Decoupling Will Have A Positive Impact on Energy Efficiency
in the ComEd Service Territory 

2. Non-Residential 

a. Movement Toward ECOSS Rates 

(i) Extra Large Load, High Voltage Customer Classes 

Staff Exception/CG Exception 2/Kroger Exception

Staff takes exception to the Proposed Order’s adoption of ComEd’s proposal to move the

Extra Large Load (“ELL”) and High Voltage (“HV”) delivery service classes 33% of the way to cost

of service.  (Staff BOE at 86).11  Staff recognizes that the approach approved by the Proposed Order

is essentially the four-step approach approved by the Commission in Docket 07-0566.  (Id. at 86-87).

However, Staff mistakenly claims that the approach approved by the Proposed Order moves these



12 IIEC does not necessarily agree with ComEd’s estimate of the cost to serve the High
Voltage class, but cites to ComEd’s cost of service study solely for the purpose of illustrating the
fundamental flaw in Staff’s position.
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classes further away from cost.  (Id.).  It is simply not true that the approach used by ComEd,

properly approved by the Commission in Docket 07-0566 and by the Proposed Order in this case,

moves the HV classes further from cost.

At present rates and using ComEd’s test year billing units, ComEd would collect

approximately $13.4 million from the HV class.  (Heintz, ComEd Ex. 15.2 at 1 Ln. 9).  ComEd’s

Alternative Exemplar ECOSS suggests that the cost of serving the HV class is approximately $17.1

million.  (Heintz, ComEd Ex. 73.3 at 2).12  Under ComEd’s proposed rates, revenues from the HV

class would be $14.2 million.  (Heintz, ComEd Ex. 73.3 at 2, Ln. 9).  Since $14.2 million is an

increase above $13.2 million, obviously the HV class has moved closer to cost of service, as

measured by ComEd’s Alternative Exemplar ECOSS and ComEd’s proposed rate, not further from

cost of service as alleged by Staff. 

Staff’s position on the movement of classes toward cost of service is based on an incorrect

assumption.  Because the revenue increases for the High Voltage and Railroad Classes are below

Staff’s calculation of the average proposed increase for the Non-residential Classes as a whole, Staff

assumes that these classes are not moving toward full cost recovery.  Staff’s position illustrates a

confusion about the concepts of “cost of service” and “average revenue increase.”  These are distinct

and separate concepts.  (Stephens, IIEC Ex. 5.0-C at 7:172-186).  Movement toward “cost of
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service” is related to movement from the utility’s current rates toward rates that would recover the

costs incurred to provide service.  (Id. at 7:172-174).  Thus, the necessary inputs for determining

movement toward cost of service for any particular class are (i) the class’ revenues at current rates,

(ii) its revenues at proposed rates, and (iii) its revenues at full cost of service.  (Id. at 7-8:174-177).

If revenues at proposed rates, for a particular class, are between revenues at current rates and

revenue at full cost of service, (as is the case under ComEd’s proposal) there is movement toward

cost of service.  (Id. at 8:177-179).  In this case, the ComEd allocation proposal approved by the

Proposed Order moves the classes toward cost of service.  Staff is wrong in suggesting otherwise.

As explained by IIEC witness Stephens, the average revenue increase for all classes, on the

other hand, is solely a function of revenues at current and proposed rates.  (Id. at 8:180-181).  

The relationship of class revenues to a class’ cost of service does not
even enter into the equation in the measure of average increase.
There is no logical or mathematical relationship between the two.  A
class could receive an above-average increase and make no
movement toward cost of service, or receive a below-average
increase and move fully to cost of service.  
(Stephens, IIEC Ex. 5.0-C at 8:181-186).

The fact that the High Voltage and Railroad Classes receive increases below the average increase

for all the non-residential classes means absolutely nothing in terms of whether movement toward

cost is being made. The record evidence shows that Staff’s reasoning is fatally flawed.  Staff’s

exception to the Proposed Order’s conclusion should be ignored for that reason.  

Staff also argues that because the Proposed Order misunderstands the gradualism, it

concludes that Staff’s proposal is not consistent with that principle.  (Staff BOE at 87).  According
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to Staff, the proposal “rewards the Railroad and High Voltage Classes with revenue increases of

4.6% and 7.4%, respectively, when the class receives a collective increase of 14.8%.”  (Id.).

However, it is Staff that misunderstands gradualism.  The goal of ratemaking is not gradual

movement toward the aggregate average increase for all the non-residential classes combined.  The

goal is the gradual movement of rates to full cost responsibility for each of the affected customer

classes, not moving those classes to the average increase for all non-residential classes combined.

Furthermore, the Proposed Order is correct in concluding that the Staff approach is

inconsistent with gradualism.  Staff’s approach is anything but gradual.  It begins with ComEd’s

proposed rates, which already reflect a 33% movement to cost for the ELL and HV classes, and

moves those classes an additional 33% of the way to cost.  (Boggs, Jan. 13, Tr. 1217-1218; Boggs,

Staff Ex. 29.0-C at 5:96-102; Boggs, Sch. 29.01-C at 1).  Under Staff’s approach, these customer

classes would take two steps at once (possibly more) in what the Commission said, in Docket

07-0566, should be a four-step process.

Staff claims to strike a balance between avoiding rate shock for the affected customers while

conforming to the four-step process approved by the Commission in Docket 07-0566.  (Staff BOE

at 87).  However, Staff does not define the term “rate shock” or identify the level of rate increase

that would constitute rate shock for any customer, including the customers in the High Voltage class.

The Commission has measured rate shock in terms of multiples of the system average increase.

(Commonwealth Edison Company, ICC Docket 07-0566, Order at 223; See, IIEC Br. At 58-59).

IIEC respectfully suggests that a proper balance between gradualism and rate shock is achieved by
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implementing the four-step rate process approved in Dkt. 07-0566 and adopting the mitigation

criteria approved in Central Illinois Light Company, d/b/a AmerenCILCO, et al., Docket 09-0306,

et al., (Cons.) and proposed by IIEC in this case.  (See, IIEC Br. At 58-59).

For the reasons stated above, and for the reasons stated in IIEC’s Briefs, the Commission

should reject Staff’s unreasonable and unorthodox proposal to accelerate movement toward cost

based rates above the four-step approach approved in Docket 07-0566 and adopted by the Proposed

Order in this case.  (IIEC Br. at 67-69; IIEC R. Br. at 37-42; IIEC BOE at 53-55).  

The Commercial Group takes exception to the Proposed Order’s statement that Staff’s

allocation proposal “is not consistent with the principle of gradualism, which avoids rate shock.”

(PO at 249; CG BOE at 5).  It argues that because increases for the Railroad and High Voltage

classes are only 4.6% and 7.4% respectively, rate shock is not a basis for moving the rates for these

classes in accordance with the four-step process approved by the Commission in Docket 07-0566.

(See, CG BOE at 6).  

The CG exception is not a basis for modifying the Proposed Order.  First, CG overlooks that

one of the principal reasons for the four-step process was the Commission’s concerns about the

accuracy of ComEd’s cost studies in Docket 07-0566.  The concerns about the cost studies presented

by ComEd continue in this case as well.  (See, PO at 163, 241-242).  Thus, one of the major reasons

for implementing a four-step process in the first instance is still present in this case, regardless of

the size of the increase to any particular customer class.  

Second, the increases CG uses in its argument are incorrect.  The 7.4% figure cited by CG



13 The cost to serve High Voltage customers of $17.1 million (Heintz, ComEd Ex. 73.3 at
2) divided by $13.4 million of revenue at present rates. (Heintz, ComEd Ex. 15.2 at 2, Ln. 9)
shows an increase of 28%.
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appears to be based on ComEd’s rebuttal position, not its surrebuttal position, (i.e., its final

position); it also is associated with ComEd’s Preferred Rate Design, which is not adopted in the

Proposed Order.  (See, PO at 241-242). 

Third, the 7.4% figure reflects ComEd’s proposal to move the High Voltage class as required

by the four-step process, i.e., 33% to ECOSS-based rates.  Thus, it is not an appropriate figure to use

in determining whether “rate shock” may exist.  In fact, using ComEd’s Alternative Exemplar rate

design (ComEd Ex. 73.3), the High Voltage class would receive a 28% increase absent ComEd’s

continuation of the moderated movement to cost.13  Therefore, the CG claim that a 7.4% increase

(after application of the four-step approach), does not constitute rate shock, does not prove anything

about whether rate shock would exist absent the 33% of the way movement to ECOSS based rates

required by the Commission’s four-step plan.

For these reasons the Commercial Group’s exception should be rejected.

Kroger states that it supports the ComEd proposal to move the ELL and HV classes 33%

toward cost of service.  (Kroger BOE at 1).  Kroger also suggests a gradual approach toward “a

pricing model that differentiates between primary and secondary voltage.”  (Id.).  

Kroger raises an important issue which IIEC addressed through its rate moderation proposal.

IIEC’s rate moderation proposal recognizes the need for gradualism and the avoidance of rate shock.
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IIEC’s proposal is identical to the rate moderation approach adopted by the Commission in ICC

Docket 09-0306.  (Central Illinois Light Company, d/b/a AmerenCILCO, et al., Dkts. 09-0306, et

al., (Cons.), Order, April 29, 2010 at 295).  IIEC’s proposal applies to any class or subclass whose

delivery rates, inclusive of the Illinois Electric Distribution Tax, would be subject to a large

disruptive increase due to the various cost of service, revenue allocation and rate design approaches

adopted in this case.  These secondary voltage classes or subclasses (depending on the rate structure

approved) would be provided the same protection under IIEC’s rate moderation proposal as the

primary voltage customer classes and other classes, in terms of avoidance of rate shock.  With the

adoption of IIEC’s moderation proposal, there is no need for “special” consideration of these or any

other customer classes, as they are allowed to move toward cost of service, but with protection

against undue increases and consistent with recent Commission orders.  The Commission should

adopt IIEC’s rate moderation approach to address the concerns of parties like Kroger.  

For these reasons and for the reasons stated in IIEC’s Briefs, IIEC’s rate moderation proposal

should be approved.  (IIEC Br. at 57-61; IIEC R. Br. at 32-34; IIEC BOE at 48-50).

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, the Commission should reject any modifications of the

Proposed Order recommended by ComEd, Staff, Kroger or the Commercial Group on the issues

identified herein.
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